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1 - Having a Twin

Twins
Having a Twin

Chapter 1

Having a twin is nice. Just think how
it would be if you had a twin. You could
do alot of stuff together. Like go to the movies,
and swim, without having to get your twin to ask their mother about it. Like I am taking my twin to a
movie tonight. We are going to see Alvin and the Chipmunks. Ok, I have to tell you my twin is not
my real twin, but I call her my twin, because
we were born on the same day. If we were born
from the same mother, we would be twins.
My twin is only 9 hours older. My twin's
FAC acount is sangoXmiroku . Now we are
11 Years old.
I can not beleive i met my twin
at Church.



2 - we are older

I love life, and so does my "Twin". Life is good, mostly, but still hard. Sometimes she calls
me and askes me to adopt her. I wish i could. We live far away so its hard. On 6\13 she
is coming from Rio Rancho for a week.

We are older now, but we are still the same.

I love my twin.



3 - crazyness

ok the last "chapters" were kinda weird as is this one
bacically a lot of things have changed but me and my "twin"
have still been close...she has moved 2x more and its been
over a year since ive seen her...we r both vegitarians now. we
r 14 almost 15. even though life gets shootty and we have had
fights we were always there for each other and always will b
even thought there is alot of land between us we r like glue
and paper we always stay together as frends and sisters
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